Spoke Wheel Coaster

a design by

Esther Dijkstra
Version Control
Version 1 – Original.

Materials
The yarn colors listed here are the same as those used for Trinity Mandalas. The coasters use leftover yarn from Trinity Mandalas.
Scheepjes Catona, 50g/125m

- 1 x A – 130 Old Lace
- 1 x B – 403 Lemonade
- 1 x C – 208 Yellow Gold
- 1 x D – 205 Kiwi Green
- 1 x E – 246 Icy Pink
- 1 x F – 398 Colonial Rose
- 1 x G – 413 Cherry Pink
- 1 x H – 397 Cyan Blue
- 1 x I – 400 Petrol Blue
- 1 x J – 110 Jet Black

19cm (7”) Cork coaster (or use several layers of thick cardboard cut into a 19cm/7” circle)
3mm hook

Abbreviations & special stitches
Please note that US Crochet Terminology is used for this pattern.

- ch chain
- ch-sp(s) chain space(s)
- dc double crochet
- fptr front post treble crochet
- st(s) stitch(es)
- sc single crochet
- ss slip stitch

*...; repeat from * 2/3 more times work the instructions after * and then repeat that section a further number of times as stated
**Video Tutorial**

English video tutorial showing how to make the coasters (US terms):

[https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ByQ0Rgm1v3A](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ByQ0Rgm1v3A)

---

**Notes and color placement**

The coaster is made by making two panels, and then joining the two panels with the cork coaster in between.

From Round 3 onwards, work the odd rounds in the same color, in the pattern I say Color J (Black), but you can use any color you like. The reason for using the black yarn is because this is the color which has the most left over, and because it gives a dramatic effect.

Randomly use the other 9 colors for the even rounds.

The gauge used in this pattern results in the coasters being 18cm/6.5” at the end of Round 17. If your gauge is larger than mine, you can stop earlier. For example, if your coaster is already 17cm/6” at the end of Round 14, skip Rounds 15 and 16, and then work Round 17 with fewer stitches. Finally, finish the coaster in a similar manner to that given in the pattern, but again with fewer stitches.
Pattern

Work two panels of Rounds 1 to 17.

Round 1
Ch4 and close with ss in first ch to form a ring. Ch3 (counts as 1dc throughout), 11dc in the ring, close with ss in first ch3.

[12 dc]

Round 2
Ch3, dc in same st, 2dc in next st to end, close with ss in first st. Fasten off.

[24 dc]

Round 3
With Color J (Black), start in any st from Round 1 with a standing fpotr, *ch3, fpotr in next st from Round 1; repeat from * to end omitting final st, close with ss in first st. Fasten off.

[12 fpotr, 12 ch3-sps]

Round 4
Work all stitches in this round in front of the ch3-sps from Round 3. Make a standing fpotr in the second dc of any 2 dc worked in one stitch from Round 2 directly behind any fpotr from Round 3, *2fpotr in next dc from Round 2, skip fpotr from Round 3, fpotr in the next dc from Round 2; repeat from * to end omitting final st, close with ss in first st. Fasten off.

[36 fpotr]

Round 5
With Color J (Black), start in any fpotr from Round 3 with a standing fpotr, *ch4, fpotr in next fpotr from Round 3; repeat from * to end omitting final st, close with ss in first st. Fasten off.

[12 fpotr, 12 ch4-sps]

Round 6
Work all stitches in this round in front of the ch4-sps from Round 5. Make a standing fpotr in the first of 3 fpotr from Round 4 made between the fpotr from Round 5, *2fpotr in next st from Round 4, fpotr in next st from Round 4, skip fpotr from Round 5, fpotr in the next st from Round 4; repeat from * to end omitting final st, close with ss in first st. Fasten off.

[48 fpotr]

Round 7
With Color J (Black), start in any fpotr from Round 5 with a standing fpotr, *ch5, fpotr in next fpotr from Round 5; repeat from * to end omitting final st, close with ss in first st. Fasten off.

[12 fpotr, 12 ch5-sps]
Round 8
Work all stitches in this round in front of the ch5-sps from Round 7. Make a standing fptr in the first of any 4 fptr from Round 6 made between any 2 fptr from Round 7, fptr in next st from Round 6, *2fptr in next st from Round 6, fptr in next st from Round 6, skip fptr from Round 7, fptr in the next 2 sts from Round 6; repeat from * to end omitting final 2 sts, close with ss in first st. Fasten off. [60 fptr]

Round 9
With Color J (Black), start in any fptr from Round 7 with a standing fptr, *ch6, fptr in next fptr from Round 7; repeat from * to end omitting final st, close with ss in first st. Fasten off. [12 fptr, 12 ch6-sps]

Round 10
Work all stitches in this round in front of the ch6-sps from Round 9. Make a standing fptr in the first of any 5 fptr from Round 8 made between any 2 fptr from Round 9, fptr in next st from Round 8, *2fptr in next st from Round 8, fptr in next 2 sts from Round 8, skip fptr from Round 9, fptr in the next 2 sts from Round 8; repeat from * to end omitting final 2 sts, close with ss in first st. Fasten off. [72 fptr]

Round 11
With Color J (Black), start in any fptr from Round 9 with a standing fptr, *ch7, fptr in next fptr from Round 9; repeat from * to end omitting final st, close with ss in first st. Fasten off. [12 fptr, 12 ch7-sps]

Round 12
Work all stitches in this round in front of the ch7-sps from Round 11. Make a standing fptr in the first of any 6 fptr from Round 10 made between any 2 fptr from Round 11, fptr in next st from Round 10, *2fptr in next st from Round 10, fptr in next 3 sts from Round 10, skip fptr from Round 11, fptr in the next 2 sts from Round 10; repeat from * to end omitting final 2 sts, close with ss in first st. Fasten off. [84 fptr]

Round 13
With Color J (Black), start in any fptr from Round 11 with a standing fptr, *ch8, fptr in next fptr from Round 11; repeat from * to end omitting final st, close with ss in first st. Fasten off. [12 fptr, 12 ch8-sps]

Round 14
Work all stitches in this round in front of the ch9-sps from Round 13. Make a standing fptr in the first of any 7 fptr from Round 12 made between any 2 fptr from Round 13, fptr in next 2 sts from Round 12, *2fptr in next st from Round 12, fptr in next 3 sts from Round 12, skip fptr from Round 13, fptr in the next 3 sts from Round 12; repeat from * to end omitting final 3 sts, close with ss in first st. Fasten off. [96 fptr]
Round 15
With Color J (Black), start in any fptr from Round 13 with a standing fptr, *ch9, fptr in next fptr from Round 13; repeat from * to end omitting final st, close with ss in first st. Fasten off.

[12 fptr, 12 ch9-sps]

Round 16
Work all stitches in this round in front of the ch9-sps from Round 15. Make a standing fptr in the first of any 8 fptr from Round 14 made between any 2 fptr from Round 15, fptr in next 2 sts from Round 14, *2fptr in next st from Round 14, fptr in next 4 sts from Round 14, skip fptr from Round 15, fptr in the next 3 sts from Round 14; repeat from * to end omitting final 3 sts, close with ss in first st. Fasten off.

[108 fptr]

Round 17
With Color J (Black), start in any fptr from Round 15 with a standing fptr, *sc in next 9 sts from Round 16, fptr in next fptr from Round 15; repeat from * to end omitting final st, close with invisible join. Fasten off.

[12 fptr, 108 sc]

Finishing the coaster
The halves are approximately 18cm/6.5”. They will be stretched over the cork inner to become 19cm/7” when finished.

Place the two halves of the coaster with their back sides facing each other. With Color J (Black), work a sc in each stich of both halves, joining them together. When the join is about half way, insert the cork in between the two halves, then complete the rest of the join. Close with an invisible join. 

[120 sc]

Edge (optional)
Work a crab stitches in each stitch of the joining round. Using a different color will make the edge stand out. Attach with a ss in any st, crab stitch in next st to end, finish with crab stitch in same stitch as which already contains the ss. Fasten off and work away yarn tails.

---

THIS PATTERN IS AVAILABLE FOR UNLIMITED PERSONAL USE. YOU MAY PRINT A COPY OF THE PATTERN OR KEEP A DIGITAL COPY FOR PERSONAL USE ONLY. DO NOT REPRODUCE OR SELL MY PATTERNS (EITHER DIGITALLY OR IN PRINT). DO NOT POST MY PATTERNS ONLINE, EITHER AS A COMPLETE DOCUMENT OR IN PART. PLEASE REFER BACK TO THIS PATTERN BY LINKING TO IT FROM YOUR BLOG OR WEBSITE. YOU MAY SELL ITEMS THAT YOU MAKE WITH MY PATTERN AS LONG AS YOU CREDIT ME AS THE DESIGNER.

TO SHOP OWNERS AND YARN SELLERS: IT IS NOT ALLOWED TO MAKE KITS WITHOUT MY PERMISSION. PLEASE DO NOT PRINT COPIES TO DISTRIBUTE WITH YARN SALES AS THIS IS AN INFRINGEMENT OF COPYRIGHT.